This paper deals with model transformations based on attributed graphs transformation. Our approach is based on the categorical approach called Single Pushout. The principal goal being to strengthen the attribute computation part, we generalize our earlier approach based on the use of typed lambda-terms with inductive types and recursion to represent attributes and computation functions. The generalized approach takes terms in variable context as attributes and partial proofs as computation functions that permit to combine computation with proof development and verification. The intended domains of application are the development of cerified software models and semantics models for interactive proof development and verification.
INTRODUCTION
In Model Driven Engineering (abbreviated MDE), models are mostly described using a graphical syntax (UML, SDL, etc.) . Models are composed of a structural part which can be represented as a graph and of attributes which are informations attached to vertices or edges of the graph. Thus, models can be formalized as attributed graphs and model transformation as attributed graph transformations. An attributed graph transformation is composed of a rewrite of the structural part and of computations on its attributes.
When considering graph transformations, it can be noticed that a lot of them deal only with structures and not with attributes. For instance transforming UML class diagrams to relational models or UML activity diagrams to Petri nets require few attribute computations. In contrast, when dealing with formalisms such as timed automata, complex Petri nets (predicate Petri nets, Object Petri nets, colored Petri nets), internal program representation leads to sophisticated attribute computations. In our previous and current works we decided to focus on graph transformations requiring complex computations. So we developped a first approach based on a typed λ-calculus and now we moved a step further considering inference rules as a way to make attribute computations.
One of the challenges of attributed graph transformation systems concerns the implementation of at- * Part of this research has been supported by the Climt project, tribute computations. Most of the existing systems based on category theory adopt the standard algebraic approach where graphs are attributed using algebraic data types represented by Σ-algebras (Ehrig et al., 2006b) , (Orejas, 2011) . However, the computation with algebraic data types does not permit to represent certain computations (like computation of recursive functions or term matching), and meets efficiency problems when implemented.
In our earlier work, see (Rebout et al., 2011) , , (Tran et al., 2010) we suggested to use inductive types and lambda terms in combination with a modification of the double pushout approach (Rozenberg, 1997) called DPoPb ("double pushout-pullback" approach). As stated above, our goal was to use a well developed approach to implement rewriting of the structural part of graphs and to use the expressive power of λ-terms and inductive types to describe and facilitate attribute computations. But the construction of the double pushout imposed strong constraints on computation functions mostly due to the usage of total maps and the obligation to split all the computations into two parts. That is why later we presented a new approach based on single pushout and λ-terms as computation functions (Boisvert et al., 2011a) .
In this paper, we generalize this approach towards models incorporating proofs. Instead of λ-terms in the same fixed context we consider full typing judgements of the form Γ ⊢ t : A where Γ is a context, t is a term and A is a type. Instead of λ-terms as com-putation functions we take partial proofs in the corresponding system of type theory. As a result, the scope of the approach is considerably extended. It can be used now not only to support attribute computations in graph transformation systems but also in computerassisted verification and proof-development.
The next section of this paper introduces the main approaches of graph rewriting based on category theory, and particularly the single pushout approach on which our approach is based. Afterwards we define our category of attributed graphs, and then explain how to apply a rewrite rule by the computation of a weak pushout. Proofs are based on the ideas presented in (Boisvert et al., 2011a) but applied in more general setting. In section 5 we present examples. Section 6 contains an outline of future work. The paper is completed by an appendix that contains a brief description of the system of typed λ-calculus with inductive types used for presentation and examples as well as necessary notions of proof theory.
CATEGORICAL GRAPH REWRITING
In graph rewriting systems based on category theory, we usualy define a category whose objects are graphs and morphisms are graph homomorphisms. A transformation rule is composed of at least two graphs called the left-hand side (usually noted L) and right-hand side (usually noted R). The left-hand side describes which subgraph a graph G must contain in order that the transformation could be applied to it, and the right-hand side describes how this part will look like after the transformation. Morphisms between left-hand side and right-hand side describe which parts of graphs will be deleted, transformed or added. To apply a rule to some subgraph of a larger graph G, we need first to embed the left-hand side as a subgraph of G. The embedding is represented by an inclusion L i → G. Cf Figure 1 (a) and 1(b). There are two principal categorical approaches to graph rewriting: double pushout (abbreviated DPo, concieved by H. Ehrig and his colleagues (Ehrig, 1978) , (Rozenberg, 1997) ) and single pushout (abbreviated SPo, mainly developped by Löwe (Löwe, 1993) , (Rozenberg, 1997) ). The main difference is that in DPo morphisms are total maps and in SPo morphisms are partial maps. This implies different forms of rules.
In the DPo approach a rule is defined by 3 graphs and 2 total morphisms: L In the SPo approach, a rule is defined by one partial morphim L r → R. Vertices and edges not included in the domain of r will be deleted, the ones in the domain of r will be transformed and those which are not in the image of r will be added. The application of the rule is done by the computation of one pushout Because not all pushout-complements necessarily exist in the categories of graphs, there exist "application conditions" in DPo approach. As a consequence, rules that create dangling edges are forbidden in the DPo approach while in SPo approach dangling edges are removed when the rule is applied. If necessary, it is possible to add application conditions in the SPo approach as well. Thus the SPo approach is more general than the DPo approach, but SPo approach remained less developed due, in our opinion, mostly to historical reasons and to the fact that computation of pushout in categories of partial maps is more difficult than in categories of total maps.
Both approaches met many difficulties on the level of attribute computations. Our experience with the DPoPb approach, see , (Rebout et al., 2011) , (Tran et al., 2010) and the use of λ-terms for attributes was encouraging but the construction of a double pushout still imposed some constraints due to the use of total maps and the obligation to split computation into two parts. The approach based on single pushout construction with λ-terms as attributes that we pursued afterwards (Boisvert et al., 2011a) was more direct and natural, free of application conditions and no specific constraints on the computational level. It permitted to strengthen attribute computations and lighten the structure rewrite. At the same time, while the relationship between λ-calculus and proof theory is well known (one may mention famous Curry-Howard isomorphism), the early version of our system could not be used directly in proof development and verification. In this paper, we generalize it in this direction.
CATEGORY OF ATTRIBUTED GRAPHS
To develop a categorical graph rewriting system we must define a category (objects and morphisms) and then explain how to apply a rule (in our case by the computation of a pushout).
Let us recall that a pushout of two morphisms
As a consequence, the existence of pushout implies the uniqueness of the object H up to isomorphism (cf. (Ehrig et al., 2006a) , (Löwe, 1993) ). If we have the two properties in the definition of pushout but not the unicity of c, the construction is called a weak pushout.
As in our previous work (Boisvert et al., 2011a) , the system T of λ-calculus is used to define attributes and computation functions, but now we generalize both the notion of an attribute and of a computation function: instead of λ-terms in a fixed context, full typing judgements Γ ⊢ M : A with arbitrary context Γ and partial typing proofs are considered. The resulting category of attributed graphs will be denoted by Gr T P . (For all notions that are not explained in the main part of our paper please see Appendix.)
To have better idea of the power of T , let us recall that it is a system of simply typed λ-calculus with surjective pairing, terminal object and inductive types. Type constructors include → for functional types, × for product (pairing) and Ind for inductive types. Pairing may be used to represent records, i.e., to "pack" multiple attributes into one. The presence of inductive types permits to define all ordinary types of attributes, like Bool, Nat, etc., as well as more complex types like lists, binary trees, ω-trees, etc. Definition of inductive types includes structural recursion over each inductive type, this explains their particular interest in modeling computations.
Below Θ is the set of all typing judgements of T . Objects. Objects of Gr T P are attributed graphs. An attributed graph is defined as 5-tuple
where the structural part (first 4 items) consists of the set of vertices V G , the set of edges E G and two functions source sr G : E G → V G and target tg : E G → V G to connect edges to vertices. The elements of the set V G ∪ E G are called "elements of the graph". In this paper, we assume that
A with each element of the graph.
To represent multiple attributes of a structural element, we use pairing to "pack" different data into one λ-term. So each attribute can be seen as an ntuple containing all information attached to an element. The n-tuple < M 1 , ..., M n > is considered as an abbreviation of the term < ..
Certain inductive type(s) can be reserved to represent labels in ordinary sense. E.g., let F n = Ind(α){c 1 : α |...| c n : α} be a finite type. In T , we have typing judgements Γ ⊢ c i : F n in any context Γ. If we want to use c i in combination with other attribute M : A, we may use < M, c i > of type A × F n . The "absence of attributes" is represented by 0 : ⊤. Morphisms. Let G, H be two attributed graphs. A morphism f : G → H is defined in three parts:
1. The "structural part" noted f str is a partial graph homomorphism (Rozenberg, 1997) from the stuctural part of G to the structural part of H (cf. Fig.  2 ).For each v ∈ V H ∪ E H , its pre-image (i.e. the set of all its antecedents) is noted
2. The "attribute dependency relation" f adr is a rela-
Applying to its elements att G , all attributes of graph G which are used to compute v can be obtained.
3. The "computational part" f cmp (v) is represented by a partial proof. The partial proofs f cmp (v) have to be "matched" with the attributes of G and H in the following sense.
we use the ordering on elements of G) and
The partial proof tree p = f cmp (v) should have exactly k active leaves with labels that are equal to the attributes
A k (in the order defined by the order of the leaves of the tree). The root of the tree should have a label that is equal to the attribute att H (v). Parameter leaves are not matched to anything. (See Fig. 2 .) Equality of Objects and Morphisms. For objects, we use identity on structural part and βηι-equality of judgements of T for attributes. For morphisms, f = g requires the identity of f str and g str , f adr and g adr ; for computation functions, for all v the equality of f cmp and g cmp (v) w.r.t. βηι-equality is required (see definition 6.5 of the Appendix 3 ). Categorical Structure on Gr T P . The identity id G is defined using identity graph homomorphism as f str , identity relation as f adr and canonical identity partial proofs as f cmp (v) . The composition of morphisms (only the level of partial proof trees is non-trivial) is defined using composition of partial proof trees, definition 6.6 of the Appendix. Theorem 3.1. Gr T P defined above is a category.
Proof. Composition is associative due to associativity of the composition of graph homomorphisms, and associativity of the composition of relations. For partial proofs composition is associative too because of confluence and the fact that T is strongly normalizable. Thus any evaluation strategy will terminate on a same simply typed λ-term. It is easy to verify that for every morphism f :
Remarks. This notion of equality is discussed in detail in (Boisvert et al., 2011a ). Here we would like to remark that there is no reason to impose equivalence relation on partial proofs themselves since the system we describe is intended to study the properties of deductions, models etc. represented by attributed graphs. So it is more natural to impose an equivalence relation on attributes and attributed graphs as needed.
RULE APPLICATION BY A WEAK PUSHOUT COMPUTATION
As in the SPo approach, in our approach each morphism r : L → R defines a transformation rule. The auxilliary notion of an embedding is necessary to indicate a "redex" -the part of the host graph to which the rule can be applied. Injective Attributed Graph Morphism. Let f : G → H be an attributed graph morphism. f is injective if:
is the partial proof tree (cf. appendix) that has one node with the label att(v ′ ). It is at the same time its root and its only leaf, which is not active.
We shall call an embedding a total injective attributed graph morphism.
Canonical Retraction of an Embedding
With this definition, we have not necessarily f • f = Id H , and f is not unique in general. That's why we give a canonical construction to obtain a retraction of f . This construction is defined by: 
is canonical identity partial proof for the attribute att(v). With this definition, it is easy to see
Construction of a Weak Pushout. The construction of a (weak) pushout in case of application of a rule is inspired by the paper by Löwe and others (Rozenberg, 1997), but there will be differences due to our definition of attributed graphs and graph morphisms. We want to compute the weak pushout (R
The first step to define a pushout would be to take the coproduct G + R of G and R (coproduct being here just the disjoint union). Next step would be to factorize it by certain equivalence relation (creating (G + R) ′ which contains equivalence classes), and then to complete the construction using composition with certain morphism p from factor object to pushout object H.
We shall define each of the morphisms r ′ and i ′ as a composition of three morphisms (Cf. figure 3 ) in order to have
The objects and morphisms in these diagrams are defined in several steps.
• On the level of structure G + R is disjoint union of the graphs G and R; Figure 3 : Construction of weak pushout.
• on the level of attributes each element of G and R in G + R has the same attribute as in G and R; • j ′ and j ′′ are inclusions respectively of G and R into G + R, thus they are total injective attributed graph morphisms.
To continue, we define first the equivalence relation ∼ 1 on the elements of the graph structure G + R.
• then the relation ∼ is defined as reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of ∼ 1 .
• notice that the elements of G+ R which are not the images of elements of G− i(dom(r)) form equivalence classes consisting of single element (itself).
The elements of (G + R) ′ are defined as equivalence classes of elements of G+R. It is easily checked that this definition is consistent with the incidence relation and the map sending each element of G + R to its equivalence class is a (total) graph homomorphism. This map will be structural part of f ′ and f ′′ .
Moreover, each equivalence class with respect to ∼ containing an image of an element of R may be seen as a "span", consisting of the image of this element of R under j ′′ and the images of its antecedent via r under j ′ • i. In particular, each equivalence class contains exactly one image of an element of R. As a consequence, the composition f ′′ str • j ′′ str is injective. It permits also to define the attribute part of (G + R) ′ . Each equivalence class that contains an image of an element of R has the same attribute as this element has in R. Other equivalence classes (that have the form { j ′ (y)}, y ∈ G, y = i(x) for some x ∈ L) keep the same attribute as in G.
The definitions of relational part and computation functions of f ′ and f ′′ are different. For f ′′ the relation f ′′ adr connects the elements of R with corresponding equivalence classes (it is bijective on the R-part). There is no connections on the G-part. The computation functions are identities. Remark. The composition f ′′ • j ′′ is injective, in particular ( f ′′ • j ′′ ) str is an injective total graph homomorphism, ( f ′′ • j ′′ ) adr = ( f ′′ • j ′′ ) str and computation functions are identities. Now we may define f ′ as follows:
• for the elements of G − i(L), f ′ is like the identity.
As usual (cf. (Rozenberg, 1997) ) H is defined now as for coequalizer construction. Let L 0 = dom(r). In our case H will be a subgraph of (G + R) ′ . The incidence relation in (G + R) ′ is inherited from R and G. The elements on H (on the level of graph structure) are:
1. all the equivalence classes of the form
2. all the equivalence classes of the form {z},
3. all the equivalence classes of the form {x}, x ∈ j ′ (G − i(L)) that are not dangling edges (Rozenberg, 1997).
The attributes for the equivalence classes of the first two types are inherited from R and for the third from G.
The morphism p is defined as follows. Its structural part is identity on all elements of (G + R) ′ that remain in H. We have also p adr = p str , and all computation functions are identities. Now i ′ , r ′ and H are defined such that i ′ • r = r ′ • i. Let h : R → H ′ and g : G → H ′ be two other morphisms such that h • r = g • i. As i ′ is injective, we can use the canonical retraction i ′ and take for c h • i ′ and for elements who are not in the domain of i ′ we extend c in order to make it in accord with g. The commutativity on the level of computation functions follows from the definition of equality of attributed graph morphisms (cf section 3). Thus the diagram commutes but in general the unicity of c is not guaranteed, so we have a weak pushout. This is summarised in the following theorem. 
Composite Rules.
The proof of the theorem above provides a canonical construction of the weak pushout, in particular the vertical arrow i ′ is an embedding like i. Such weak pushouts are sometimes called specific weak pushouts because in the proof we used the property that one of the two morphisms is an embedding.
This construction of specific weak pushout permits to compose the rules. Take two morphisms −→ R ′ . The fact that i ′ in the specific weak pushout above is also an embedding permits to construct the second weak pushout representing an application of the rule given by R r ′ → R ′ . It may be verified that the construction of specific weak pushout applied directly to r ′ • r gives the same graph H ′ after transformation. Possible Generalizations: Schematic Morphisms and Rule Schemas. The idea to use metavariables in the definitions of graph transformation rules is supported by the practice of proof theory. Various examples are possible, e.g., one may define the disjoint union of graphs using a rule schema (Boisvert et al., 2011b) . We shall use below only a restricted case of rule schema based on the notion of schematic morphism which we shall define precisely. For definitions of partial proofs and schemas see Appendix, defintions 6.4 and 6.8.
Definition 4.1. A schematic morphism is obtained if we replace partial proofs in the definition of morphism in Gr T P by partial proof schemas. An instance of schematic morphism is any morphism in Gr T P obtained by instantiation of metavariables. Let r : L → R be a schematic morphism. The rule schema in Gr T P is the family of graph transformation rules defined by all instances of r : L → R.

EXAMPLES
To illustrate our transformation approach we present in this section two detailed examples that may be of interest from the point of view of model transformations. The first one presents computation on attributes representing infinite trees. This can not be done using Σ-algebras. Possible applications include transformations of infinite models. The interest of dealing with infinite models is now taken into consideration (Combemale et al., 2012) . A model can be infinite according to the width or the depth of the graph. In the example, we show how to deal with infinite width trees. Another example concerns coercive subtyping, that has important uses in software modeling and reuse (Soloviev and Luo, 2001) .
Let us mention also some examples not developed in this paper that can be easily treated using our approach: (i) graph cloning, cf. (Boisvert et al., 2011b) ; (ii) generation and transformation of proofs in deductive systems, cf. (Boisvert et al., 2012 ) (e.g., Kleene-style premutations of rules (Kleene, 1952) ); (iii) information transfer between attributes and structure; (iv) transformations of UML diagrams to relational models; (v) term graph rewriting (cf. (Barendregt et al., 1997)).
UML Diagram to Database Relational Model
Our approach permits to manage classical graph transformation problems like UML diagram to database relational model transformation. This problem is described in (). In (Taentzer et al., 2005 ) the transformation using the the DPo approach ... In our approach it is possible to manage this classical problem. In this paper we present only an example of rule because it would take several pages to present them all. The figure 4 presents the rule "Class2Table" (Taentzer et al., 2005) . As we use typed λ-calculus, it necessary to define the types used in this example:
• the type Type is defined as a finite type (see appendix 6) representing all "classes" of objects manipulated by the transformation: Type = Ind(α){Class : α|Table : α|Column : α|...} 4 4 the constant Column and other constants are used in other rules that are not described in this paper
• the type Connector is also defined as a finite type representing all temporary nodes that permit to connect elements of the class diagram to elements of the relational database model (see (Taentzer et al., 2005) ):
Connector = Ind(α){C2T : α|A2C : α|A2F : α|...}
• the type Name is the type describing the Name of the classes or tables. It is more or less like String.
• the type Bool is used as the value of the attribute is persistent of a node of Type Class.
5
We do not describe only one rule of this problem here because it would take several pages to write them all, and there is no complex attribute computation in these rules. Thus our approach has no advantage on other approach to manage this example. It is possible to define all the other rules presented in (Taentzer et al., 2005) in the same way.
Managing Infinity with Functional Attributes
The use of λ-terms as attributes permits to manage complex data structures that can represent infinity.
As an example, the type T ω which represents trees with infinite branching 6 can be defined as follows:
(Nat → α) → α} Using the standard recursion operators on inductive types (see appendix), we can define complex ω-trees and computations on these infinite tree structures.
The figure 5 presents a simple example of ω-tree defined by the term L(Rec Nat→T ω (0)(λx Nat λy T ω .S(y))). It is also possible to define computations that transform these terms.
It is possible to write a function that takes as argument an infinite tree, and give as results the trees whith branches with pair numbers at every infinite branching:
Coercive Subtyping
The notion of coercion was introduced to represent explicitly the transformation of the elements of the 5 In this example the attributes of a node have no "name", because they are stored in a tuple, and the position in the tuple permits to identify the different attributes. We do like this because we respect strictly on formalism, but in principle it would be possible to add names for the different elements of a tuple 6 nodes have an infinite number of subtrees subtype into the elements of the supertype. It is common knowledge that the representation of the elements of a datatype is often changed when we pass to a larger datatype, even if from mathematical point of view it is merely an inclusion. In coercive subtyping the subtyping relation A < B is interpreted as existence of a certain definable term c : A → B, with motivation of giving operational semantics to calculi with subtyping and inheritance (see, e.g., (Breazu-Tannen et al., 1991) ).
In practice, certain "basic coercions" are defined and other coercions are derived using appropriate rules. For example, to the transitivity of subtyping relation corresponds composition of coercions, from two subtyping relations A < B and C < D one can derive B → C < A → D, respectively, from the coercions c 1 : A → B and c 2 :
In the calculus with inductive types basic coercions are usually certain coercions between inductive types, for example the type Bool = Ind(α){T : α|F : α} is the subtype of Nat = Ind(α){0 : α|S : α → α} (with coercion c(T ) = S(0) : Nat, c(F) = 0 : Nat).
The set of coercions may be represented by an acyclic attributed graph where attributes of the nodes represent corresponding inductive types. To do that we may use free variables, e.g., to represent the type A we take the axiom x : A ⊢ x : A as the attribute. Two nodes corresponding to the types A and B are connected by an arc if the types are in subtyping relation, and the attribute of this arc is the coercion ⊢ c : A → B (coercion terms representing basic coercions have no free variables).
The set of coercions is coherent if composition of coercion terms along two paths with the same source and target is equal. The graph is completed to transitive closure (concerning the attributes, coherence permits to do it without contradiction). Practical usefulness of this is clear, since the coercions "implementing" the subtyping relation can be directly taken from the graph.
One of the main results obtained in (Soloviev and Luo, 2001) was that coherence of the set basic coercions implies coherence of the set of all derived coercions. The main consequence was that the subtyping extension of the consistent type theory without subtyping remains consistent.
Here we shall consider as an example two graphrewriting rules (besides already mentioned transitivity) that may be used to extend already obtained coercion graph. They include the following derivations used to define new coercions.
Here in fact d is an ordinary derivation and d ′ is a partial derivation, active leaves (we refer to Ap- pendix) are labeled by * . If A, B,C are considered as the metavariables for arbitrary types and c as a metavariable for arbitrary coercions, then we have schemas of (partial) derivations instead of concrete (partial) derivations. The instances will be obtained if we take, e.g., Bool instead of A, Nat instead of B and C, and concrete coercion c : Bool → Nat mentioned above.
Of course, other rules to introduce new coercions are possible, for example, a "contravariant" rule to pass from A < B to B → C < A → C and the rules for product types A ∧ B.
Below we give an example of graph transformations using d and d ′ to define computation functions.
The rules are given in Fig. 6 and 7. In 
In Fig. 7 the left side may be assumed to be already obtained by applications of the first rule 7 .
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to generalize our previously defined graph transformation system . As in (Boisvert et al., 2011a) , it is based on the SPo approach and its main originality concerns the use of a partial deductions to express attribute computations. Type theory incorporates both λ-calculus and reductions as computational mechanism, and has at the same time deduction rules for typing. The use of inductive types permits to include user-defined datatypes, as in many modern programming languages, and recursion over these types.
That gives to our approach a great expressive power that permit to manage classical model transformations like UML to Relational database model transformation, and also more sophisticated examples like computation on functions, on infinite data structures, or on proofs.
At the same time, the presence of proofs permits to establish connection between development and transformation of software models and software certification and verification.
Theoretically speaking, the SPo approach necessitates the definition and the construction of a weak pushout when dealing with attributes. A solution is presented in this paper. In comparison with our previous papers, we presented a more powerful way to describe transformation of attributes, using not only computation with λ-terms but deduction rules.
The possible domains of applications include all usual applications of graph transformations, e.g., verification and model transformations in software engineering. Note that thanks to the approach described above it is now possible to deal with certain infinite models. More "tight" relationship between computation, graph structure and proofs will permit also the pursuit of much more specific goals, in particular in the domain of computer-assisted reasoning and verification (Luo, 1994) , (Soloviev and Luo, 2001) .
As a principal example of deductive system based on type theory we considered in this paper the simply typed λ-calculus with inductive types and pairing. All the constructions, though, can be easily modified to be used in case of higher order and dependent type systems in proof assistants, as well as for purely logical systems and applications.
A former experiment (Tran et al., 2010) of implementation in Haskell language constitutes the basis for building a sofware environment devoted to model transformations using our new approach. This is a natural practical extension of our current work. (c i N) , i.e. when the function defined by recursion applied to the term beginning by one of the introduction operators. For example, for (R Nat,Nat ag)0 → ι a and (R Nat,Nat ag)(Sn) → ι (R Nat,Nat ag)((gn)(Sn)) (here a : Nat is "initial value" and g : Nat → Nat → Nat defines inductive step. The exact general definition may be found in (Chemouil, 2005) , p.884.
T is confluent and strongly normalizing with respect to βηι-reductions (directed conversions). Detailed description and normalization theorems for T can be found in (Chemouil, 2005) . Thus, the equivalence relation on terms based on conversion (often called βηι-equality) is decidable.
Proof Trees and Partial Proofs
An inference rule in proof theory is a couple P C where P is a list of premises, possible subject to some constraints. As examples one may take the rules of the system T above. Usually in proof theory the presentation of rules is schematic, that is, the metavariables like Γ, ∆ are used to represent arbitrary contexts, A, B to represent arbitrary types etc. The presentation below is generic, i.e., all the definitions can be modified to accomodate a change of logical system, if only the system has tree-form derivations build by application of deduction rules to their premises. Trees are a special case of graphs, and proof trees are a special case of attributed graphs, but in any case the trees below should be considered as part of metatheory and not the objects of the category of attributed graphs defined in this paper. Applications of trees to computations and data structures are usually straightforward, in difference from graphs in general 10 . Our generalization of the definition of graph The result is another partial proof. This composition is associative w.r.t. the equality defined above.
Definition 6.7. The canonical identity partial proof for the sequent (formula, judgement) S is the tree with one node (which is the root and the one active leaf at the same time) that has S as its label.
Schemas of Partial Proofs
It is common in proof theory to use axiom and rule schemas instead of individual axioms and rules. In the schemas the meta-variables may be used. The formulations of axioms and rules of the system T above are schematic. There may be metavariables of different kinds, e.g., metavariables for terms, contexts, and even for arbitrary variables as in the axiom schemas or the rule (λ) above 12 . 
